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Assault Fitness AirBike ProBike X  
 

The Assault AirBike is a full-body training
device suitable for beginners to advanced
users. The combination of cross trainer
(with upper body bars) and bicycle
ergometer is perfect for an effective and
joint-friendly full-body workout at the
highest level. Pedaling, pushing, pulling -
the AirBike not only trains aerobic and
anaerobic endurance, but also
strengthens the muscles. Thanks to the air
resistance system, the user can not only
regulate their resistance independently
and continuously by adjusting the number
of revolutions, but can also decide for
themselves whether they want to put more
strain on their lower or upper body.

 CHF 1'190.00  
      

      

MEET THE NEW AIRBIKE ProBike X - developed from scratch!

The Pro Bike X combines the advantages of the Elite Bike with the classic design of the Classic Bike.
The result is a highly durable bike with low maintenance requirements - built for extreme training.

Maximum durability makes the AirBike ProBike X an ideal training device - specially developed for the
stresses and strains of CrossFit boxes. The new AirBike Pro is designed for the most comfortable "ride"
you can experience.

Sealed ball bearings, a closed system around the chains and an "industrial powder coating" guarantee
very low maintenance.

THE AIRBIKE PROBIKE X CONSOLE.

Console with Bluetooth - the ProBike X gets its display from the Elite Bike. This is equipped with
Bluetooth, which enables the bike to be connected to the Assault Fitness app that will be released in
2021. The entire training process can be tracked there and comparison options are offered.

Features:
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Air resistance system - the resistance is continuously regulated by the air resistance system
through the number of revolutions - the faster you pedal, the higher the resistance - the Elite
model offers a higher resistance compared to the Classic when the speed is increased.
69cm steel wind wheel
Option to pedal forwards and backwards to vary the workout
High-quality drive system with V-belt for optimum power transmission
Training computer with LCD window and display for time, distance, speed, watts (watt display
calibrated for 5-150 RPM), RPM, calories, heart rate
Bluetooth and ANT+ compatible
Dual-action design - the movement of the arms and legs is synchronized for a natural movement
sequence
Foot grid for isolated upper body training
mains-independent power supply (battery)
8 training programs
Heart rate: telemetric
low entry
front transport wheels
Ergonomic comfort seat
quick seat height adjustment
vertical saddle adjustment
Target price CHF 1'249.--

Application: home use to continuous commercial use, payload: approx. 155kg
Device dimensions: L126.6 x W61.3 x H129.9cm, weight 53.8kg
Accessories: integrated receiver for chest strap transmitter
Options: Bluetooth transmitter belt, removable windscreen
Warranty: 2 years on labor and parts for home use, 1 year on labor and parts for commercial use
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